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Abstract

We give some properties of solution of second order differential or system of dif-
ferential equations on the manifold. It turns out that such manifolds can be seen as
quasigroups or loop under certain circumstances. Output of the operations are given
and the connection defined.
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Introduction

The purpose of this work is to give the axiomatic properties of the solution of second
order differential equations defined on the manifold. It induces the notion of mani-
fold with trajectory; which is the generalization of the notion of manifold with affine
connection geodesy as described in [12, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21] and the G-space of Busemann-
Phadke [4-10]. It is known that the problem of the geometry of second order differential
equations leads E. Cartan [11] to the theory of manifold with projective connection. It
appears that, the geodesic lines of the projective connection adjoint to the second order
equation look alike with the graphic of the solution of the require equation. With the
development of the methods of non associativity in algebra, such as quasigroups and
loops [3, 14, 18 ], this allows to compare the system of differential equation with the
Hamiltonian system on the tangent foliation and, in general, the variational problem
with the integral functional, with one parameter family of quasigroups, linked one to
one with a trajectory. Some properties of systems of second order differential equations
can be expressed by means of identities, that are superposed to be the operations of
products in the quasigroups.

The use of the construction of tangent affine connection of loopouscular covering
[20] allows to adjoint to the manifolds with trajectories one parameter family of affine
connection.

The analogical approach is considered in example 4 where the Hamiltonian system
on the tangent foliation adjoints a two parameter family on a 3-webs [1].

Definition 1. Let M be a real differentiable manifold and

UJ : l x M x M; u(t,x,y) = txy; t G R; x,y € M

be a local smooth map. For a fixed real number to the map u> defines a local partial
binary operation

ujto:ujt0(x,y)=üj(to,x,y)=(toj y.

In the local smooth algebra £1 —< M, \oJt) > will be called smooth manifold with
V /ten

trajectories if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) for any point x from M there exists such an open neighborhood Ux, such that

for any у and z from Ux, for any real number t € [0,1], tyz is defined.
(2) the following identities are verified:

0yz = у (1)

lyz = z (2)

where y, z G M,
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(3) for any number to € R, io ф 0; 1, the local groupoide < M, u>to \ where

x-y = x(to)y=u}to(x,y)=U0) у

is a two sided quasigroup, that is the equations ( io ] x = b and I io j a — b are

\ / a \ / у

solvable relatively to x and y.

We will call trajectories passing through x and у the set of points of M of the view

s txV \ where i belongs to the connected open interval containing the segment [0,1].

In what follows, in order to achieve our understanding, we will discuss some examples
that will help us to state the required results.

Example 1.

In this example, we will picture the matter by the following definition.

Definition 2 [15]. The manifold with geodesy of an affine connection is the manifold
with trajectory, in which locally the following identities are verified:

ux(txy\ = lu-t j y;\/u,teR;\/x,y E M. (3)

We recall that the G-space of Busemann-Phadke is a particular case of space with
geodesy.

Example 2.

Consider the boundary value problem for a system of second order differential equa-
tions

It has locally only one trajectory {txy} starting from у at t = 0 and ending for t = 1
to the point z, then under certain limited conditions we arrive at the notion of manifold
with trajectory.



Example 2.1

Let us consider the system of ordinaxy differential equations

Such equations can be seen as differential equations for the motion of a material
point under the action of the force depending on the time. For example, for n = 2 and
fl(t) = const one can look at it as the equation for the motion of the free material point
in homogeneous gravitational field.

The solution of the equation is as follows:

where g*(t) = J{j p(t)dt)dt.
Assume хг (0) = гг, хг (1) = wl

then

x*(Í) = [w* -z'+ g*(0) - 0*(l)]i + z* - g*(0) + g*(t) = С(í),

In particular [(-1)гго]* = 2zi - w* +g*(l) - 2g*(0) + д*(-1).

Example 2.2

Consider now the system of differential equations

x1 = -k2xi + /i*(i), к = const, к ф 0, i = T7ñ.

In particular, if n = 1, and h(t) = 0 such equations describe free oscillation of a
material point, or if h(i) = psinpt it describes a forced oscillation of a material point.

The solution of the above equation is

a?) + g\t),

where g^t) = ¿ /0* sinfc(í - т)№(т)ат.
Let x'(0) = z\ x{(l) = w{ then,

* -gi(0))2 + [wi - д*(1) + (д*(0) - z^cosk/sink]2x

x sinjfci + arctanfiz* - ^(0)) sin/e]/ L* - ^(1) + (^(0) - z*) cosfcl ] + ^(i) = f (i).

Let us now consider the particular case, of horizontal motion of the material point
with the unity mass without friction, under the action of a spring with, the coefficient
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of elasticity equal to ^-. The equation of the motion can be written as x = —k2x or
x = —\x the solution is written as follows x — Asm(^t + a).

We will look into the motion of the point, with free oscillation near the position of
stability balance. For that, assume x(0) = z, x(l) — w then x(t) — y/z2 + iu2sin(f t +
arctan ^ ) .

Then the operation in the manifold can be obtained by writing

wt (z, w) = tzw — \fz2 + w2 sin(—t + arctan —).

In particular (—l)zw — \/z2 + w2 sin(|- 4- arctan —) = —w.
We will now, consider the other particular case of the forced oscillation, of a material

point with the unity mass, without friction with a pertubated force equal to 2 sin -gt in
that case, the equation of motion of points is x — —\x + 2sin(^t). The solution can
be written as:

x(t) = Asm(-t + a) + -¿-¿ sm(-í).

For a better study of this case, we will look into the motion of point in the case of
free superposition and forced oscillation near the position of stability balance.

Therefore we will assume x(0) = z, x{l) — w then,

i + arctan(

The operation can be obtained as Wt(z, w) = tzw = £(£); in particular, (—l)zw = —w.

Example 2.3

Consider the system of differential equations

хг = к2хг + hl(t), к = const, к ф 0, i = I, п.

Such equations describe the motion of material point, under the action of the force
pushing away the point of the position of balance or equilibrium and, some force de-
pending only on the time t.

The solution of the equation is as follows:

x*(t) - C[ekt + C\e-kt + $*•(*),

where g\t) = ¿ ¡¡(e*W - е-^~^)Н*(т)ат = ¿ /0* sinhA;(í - т)К(т)ат.
Assuming хг (0) — zz, хг (1) — wl then,

* - g\0)-

0 ] / ( e f c -
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In particular when i — 1, h(t) = О, к2 = f, (5 — 9,8m/s2) the equation x — jx
describes the motion of the point of the material pendulum at the upper position (or in
the position of instability). The angle x changes by the following law:

x(t) =
ek _ e-k +

w — e k • z

z — e — e—к

[wt(z,w)] = [tzw] =

Example 2.4

Consider the system of differential equations

хг = -цхг ) , к > 0, i = l,n.

Such equations describe the motion of material points where the acting forces depend
only on the time and, the knitting friction force.

The solution is xl(t) = C{ + С\е~^ + p*(í), where

g\t) = -

Assuming хг(0) = zl, хг(1) = wl then,

x\t) = -g\o)+

[wt(z,w)Y = [tzw]1 = m\t).

Example 2.5

Now consider the system of differential equations

x1 = -к2хг - / i ¿* + vl(t), кфО, 0, г = Т~

Such equations describe forced oscillation with, the presence of the knitting friction
force {—цхг) or, if v% = 0, the free oscillation with the knitting friction force.

These equations generalize the equations of examples 2.1, 2.2, 2.4
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The solution of the above equations depends on к and \x and can be presented as
follows:

(1) if pi/2 < к then, x^t) = Аге~^2 sin(A¿ + /?*) + g[(t) where,

Л = Vk2-l¿2/4,g\{t) = i Í е-^-т)^2sinX(t-r)u{r)dT-
A Jo

(2) if ¿t/2 = к then, z*(í) = (Q + Cfye'^2 + g\{t) where,

á{t)= f\t-r)e-^-^2u(r)dr;
Jo

(3) if ц/2 > к then, x*(i) = С{е^г+С^е^г+дЦЬ) where, 7X = -\i¡2-^/-k2 +ц2/4,

7 2 = -^/2 + ч/-^2+А2/4, й ( 0 = y .a1

 2 / /, Ae^t ' -^ -
у/-к2 + ц2/4 Jo

Now let us denote хг(0) = zl, хг(1) = гог then we will consequently have

(1) if fi/2 < к then,

x\t) = ^(zi - д*(0))2 + {[w* - д*(1) - e~f/2 cos\(zi - p¿(0))]eM/2sec A}2x

x e -^ t / 2 { sinAi + arctan [(г* - 5
¿(0)) sin А/(е^/2 (го* - ^(1)) - (^ - р*(0)) cos А)] } +

[wt(z,w)Y = [tzwY = m\(t)\
(2) if ц/2 = к, then

- z* + д\0)]г}е-^2 + g¡(t) = m'2(í),

= m\{t);
(3) if /x > к then,

* - д*{0) - [ti;* + е

ЦО) - г*) -
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Example 2.6

Consider the system of differential equations

xl = к2хг - цх1 + z/(í)> А; ф 0, ¡л, > О, Г = 1~п.

Such equations can describe the motion of material points in the presence of knitting
friction force if, on the point, act as a pushing away force к2хг and a force depending
to the time. These equations generalize the examples given in 2.1, 2.3, 2.4.

The solution can be written as follows:
я*(г) = С\е^ь + C\e^ + g*(t), where 71 = -/л/2 - ^k2 + у?¡А,

72 ix¡2 + ^к + /x/4, 9\t) [
2у& + A* /4 Jo

Assume now хг(0) = гг, хг(1) = юг then,

= {z* - g*(0) - [w* - ff*(l) + e^ {g\0) - ¿)

)}^ + g*(t) = f (i);

Example 3

The extremal of the functional on the smooth manifold in many cases form a manifold
with trajectories, in particular, the manifold with the integral trajectory of the Hamilton
vector field with the Hamilton function H : T*{M) x R —> R. For a large class of
Hamiltonian it is well define one can see the proof for example in ( a [2] paragraph 46,
[13] chapter 5 and 6 or in [19]).

Indeed, it is well known that for any x ina differentiable manifold M one can find
such an open neighborhood U and a small positive number e > 0 such that for any
у G U,z eU, | T |< e there exists an integral trajectory 7(i) such that:

7 (0) = у 7(1) = *- (6)

Denoting w = 7(1), and under possible condition one can fix the Hamiltonian function
in order to, define uniquely tyw = 7(i), in addition ryw = z.

Example 4

For the stationary Hamiltonian system, it is possible to adjoint a two parameter
system of 3-Webs, consequently a two parametric family of quasigroups. The smooth
function H : T*(M) —> Ш called Hamilton can give rise naturally to a symplectic
structure oj2 on T*(M) (in local coordinates (хг,Рг)), then ш2 = J27~i dpi Л dxl define
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uniquely a skew symmetric gradient sgrad H with the correlation u2{v, sgrad H) —
v(H), where v is from the set of smooth vectors field on T*(M) and v(H) the values of
the differential operators (vectors field on H). The vector field v is called Hamiltonian
if v = sgrad H, in the local coordinates (хг,р^ the integral trajectory of Hamiltonian
vector field verifies the following system of equations:

d ^ _ d # dpi__dH_ i _ T -

dt ~ dpi' dt ~ dxC '' ~ ' П '

The action function is well defined as

/

T n

5(y,z,r)= (yy^--H)dt, (8)

where the integral is taken along the integral curve 7(i) verifying (6).
Then the following equality is verify

г dzi-H(z,p)dT, (9)

from which follows that:

Щ^=Р\ i=~n (10)

In other words, the action function verifies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation:

dS(y,z,r)

dr

Let us assume that the action function satisfies the condition

then locally one can solve equation (10) relatively to the coordinates уг :

уг = Xl(z,p,T); i = l,n, (14)

thus, the functions Хг(х,р, t) (i — 1, n) are the first integral of the system (7), depending
on the time t.

Let us define Му>т as a joint surface level of the function Хг(х, p, t) under fixed t — т,
that is

T*(M) : \'(х,р,т) = уг; i = T^}. (15)
9



Then there exist e > 0 such that | r |< e and the space My¡T is a smooth n-dimensional
submanifold in the phase space T*(M).

Indeed from equalities (10) and (14) we have

dS(X(z,p,T),z,r) _
= p\ i = l,n (16)

differentiating in respect to p% we obtain

d2S(y,z,r) dXk(z,p,r)

дгкдуг dpj

and considering the condition in (13), we obtain :

'dXk(z,p,r)

(17)

det
dpi

Then it follows that, the functions Afc (under the fixation of т) are functionally inde-
pendent in the manifold M, and the gradients gradXk (1 < к < n) are linearly indepen-
dent on M. Considering the theorem of improper defined functions, My<r is a smooth
n-dimensional submanifold in the phase space T*(M). If a G-local one-dimensional
group of diffeomorphism of the tangent bundle T*{M), represented as a translation
along the integral trajectory of Hamiltonian field г>, is

9t{y,Po) = (x(t),p(t)); ar(O) = y; p(0) = p 0 G T^{M) gt e G (18)

then the following equality is verified

Му,т=дт(т;(М)). (19)

Therefore, the Hamiltonian vector field tangent to the bundle T*(M) defined (locally)
with the fixed r and a 3-web fibers which are T*(M),MyiT,MZt<T where 0 <| r |<
e, 0 <| a ¡< e; г Ф cr; x,y,z E M. One can verify that for a smaller fixed r and a
the 3-web is well defined.

After conducting an examination through the above examples we state the following:

Proposition 1. Let Q = (M, {^t)teK) be a manifold with trajectories defined by the
differential equation of the second order, having in the local system of coordinates the
view of (5). For any real number to the quasigroup {M,u>t0} ¿s idempotent in other
words, the following identity

txx = x, Vx e M (20)

is verify, it is necessary and sufficient that the following equality be verified

f(x,0,t) = 0, i = l,n, (n = dimM) (21)
10



Proof. If the equality (21) is verified, then the point (x, 0) is singular to the vector
field on the tangent bundle T(M), defined by the second order differential equation
on the manifold M, and consequently by Definition 1 we obtain the identity (20), the
converse is obtained automatically.

Proposition 2. In order that in the manifold with trajectories п = (M, e

the following identity (actually when the two sides of the equation at the same moment
have sense):

ta((2)ba) = (l + t)ba; a,beM, i e R (22)

is verify, it is necessary and sufficient that in Q be defined the autonomial differential
equation of second order having in the local system of coordinate the following view:

хг = дг(х, х), г = l,n, (n = dimM). (23)

Proof. The autonomy of system of differential equations means that if x(t) is the
trajectory then x(t + oi) with (a = const) is the same trajectory. The points a, b and
(2)f,a belong to the same trajectory {(1 + í)&a} R consequently,

(1 + t)ba = x(a,x/a,t),

where the left part of the equality is the solution of the Cauchy problem (23). On the
other hand,

ta((2)ba) =x(a,x/a,i).

In the same line we can state the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Let the manifold trajectories Q = {M, (wi)t6R) be defined with the
autonomial second order differential equations, having in the local system of coordinates
the view of (23). Then, for the identity (4) to be verified in Cl, it is necessary and
sufficient that the following equalities yield

дг(х,х) = дг(х, —х), г = l,n, (n = dimM). (24)

Remark. If the identities in (4) and (22) are satisfied then, the following identity
is also satisfied

(25)

The proof of Proposition 3. is very similar to Proposition 1 and 2 above.

After conducting all the discussions we can state the following Theorem:
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Theorem 2. Assume ft = {M, ( w t ) t e K ) is a differential manifold with trajectories,
assume the local map

h:M M

x

where t is fixed (t G Ш) be locally diffeomorphic. Then one can adjoint in п a one
parametric family of affine connection, defined on M.

Proof. Let us fixe a real number ¿o, such a way that io Ф 0 and io Ф 1- Consider the
two sided quasigroup M = {M,u>to} with t n e multiplicative operation

= {to)xy-

Denote
- i

'(to) a
У (26)

where R and L correspond to the right and left translation in the quasigroup Л4 =
{M,Loto} = {M, •}. In other words we can say that, on the differentiable manifold M
defines a local smooth operation F(x,h(a),y) = x(h(a))y such that in a small neigh-
borhood of the point h{a) it defines a local smooth loop with h(a) as a neutral element.

Assume Хца) G Тца^{М); and j(t) is a curve on M such that 7(0) = /г(0), 7(0) =
-X"/i(o)5 let У be a smooth vector field defined in the neighborhood of the point h{a).
Denoting

where Fx у — F(x, h(a), y) = x(h(a))y.
A direct verification shows that, the formula (27) defines an affine connection.
If we introduce local coordinates x1, • • • ,xn in the neighborhood of the point h(a)

then, the companion of the object of connection have the following view:

\x~y=h(a)

(28)
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